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celebration, students question Obama

Veronica Martin
Staff Writer
On Tuesday night, when people
filled Seattle's streets shouting and
blocking traffic in response to the
election results, Marianne Mork
was in her apartment listening to
the roar of excited voices. Even
without Internet or TV, Mork, a
junior humanities and chemistry
major and member of the Green
Party, could tell Obama had won.
"I had my suspicions that he
would win," she said. Mork is one
of a handful of students on campus
who didn't feel such strong emotion
upon the election of Barack Obama
as the 44th President of the United
States.
Broadway may have been filled
with Obama's supporters Tuesday
night, but there were some people
for whom the day Was not a cause

ofelation.
"It was a sad day," said Kelley
Goetz, senior political science major and volunteer for John McCain's

campaign."But I wasn't
surprised. I assumed

Page

Obama would win."
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Jessica Ishmael

Thousands of citizens poured into the intersection of Pike and Broadway to celebrate Barack Obama's victory \ast Tuesday.

Students get a lesson in murder SU spirit on the rise,
four clubs combine

Katie Farden
Staff Writer

scheduled to go to trial this winter.
According to Abraham Ritter,
a third-year law student and cofounder of Murder 101, if ReyesBrooks is found guilty, he could be
sentenced to life in prison.
"I don't want to mess this up,"
Carson said. "This is a guys life."
Criminal Justice Society president Donna Larson started Murder
101 with Ritter this fall after they
both worked with attorney Robert
Perez on a murder case over the

The Criminal Justice Society de-

veloped Murder 101 to give all law

students the opportunity to work
murder case. The project is
geared toward students who want
to work in criminal law. The ReyesBrooks case was the first case open
for any student to work on, Larson

Ten Seattle U law students are
spending long hours on a criminal
case this fall—not for A's on their
transcripts but to save a man from
life in prison.
First year Seattle University law
student Natalie Carson said no episode ofCSI could compare to the
graphic crime-scene photos she had
to sift through for the murder case
of defendant Sergio Reyes-Brooks.
"Seeing the real pictures is a lot
different than I thought it would
be," she said. "I have worked on
criminal cases before but never
murder."
Carson is a member of Murder
101—a group composed of first,
second and third-year Seattle U law
students. Members volunteerwith a
local defense attorney on an active
murder case.
This fall, the students are working with attorney Cathy Gormley
on the Sergio Reyes-Brooks case.
Reyes-Brooks faces charges of murder in the first degree and unlawful
possession of a firearm. The case is

Perez successfully defended a
13-year-old boy accused ofkilling
his 17-year-old molester and stalker.
Larson found that working with the
attorney on die case was educational
and inspiring.
"When we were able to exonerate him of all charges, it was an
awesome feeling," she said. "Perez
is an excellent lawyer, I've learned a
lot from him."
Larson said her fellow students
were intrigued when they heard
about her experience.
"I had a lot of students saying
'Whoa, you worked on a murder
case? I want to do that t00.

Murder 101 first created an informational Web site about the case
that includes witness summaries,
police reports and other relevant
case briefs. Other tasks assigned to
students depend on the needs of the
attorney, Larson said.
She said one ofMurder 101's responsibilities for the Reyes-Brooks
case is sorting through the 3,000
pages ofevidence received from the
state. Larson added that the students
have looked for inconsistencies in
witness statements, sorted through
crime-scene photos and role-played
as mock jury members.
Ritter said he traveled to bars
in White Center with Gormley
■to gather informaPage
tion and statements
from locals about the
night of the crime.
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The Hawk Rawkers and SU Dance Team prepare for Jan. 1
Alex LaCasse
Staff Writer

explained.
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Three fingers notched halfway,
and instruments
the
Seatde
on laps,
University pep
band put up their spirit talons for
a free dirow.
"They're kind of like spirit
fingers" said Erika Bishop, junior
chemistry major and resident clariarms up in the air

net

player.

Like a traditional pep band in
high school, the Seattle U "Hawk
Rawkers" attend every home men's
and women's basketball game. They
want to incite some spirit—whether through Redhawk talons or the
recendy redeemed fight song.
The Hawk Rawkers are one
group of four in the Seattle U
"spirit squad." The spirit squad is an
Athletic Department organization
comprised of die pep band, die SU

Dance Team, Rudy the Redhawk
and the cheer team. Created as a
way to get students more involved
and spirited at Seattle U sporting
events, the squad keeps the game
going with music, cheers and hiphop dance.
"It has been a lot offun so far,"
said Rachael Miller, freshman
English major and member of the
Hawk Rawkers.
Like many of the Hawk
Rawkers, Miller joined the team
after a career in high school as a
pep band or marching band member. She explained that her high
school band in Vancouver, Wash,
had nearly 100 instruments.
"It was definitely a transition," Miller said, looking around and noting the
considerably smaller
Page
size of the Seattle U
pep band.
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Film finale rolls out red carpet
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Some advise to keep perspective on limitations

Jessica Ishmael

Obama fans celebrate after the election on November 4. One woman
scribbled blue crayon over her map of the United States.

Church of Bellevue, UCC. Leads Youth group on Sunday mornings, plans
programs and social evenings and supervises Youth during August
Habitat for Humanity trip to Yakima.
Must be experienced leading Youth and comfortable with church's progressive theology.
Salary: $ 15/Hr for 52 weeks.
Please send resume and/or inquiries to

YolHhLcadcrScarch@fccbeiicvuc.or9

Goetz liked McCain
because he was more realistic, she said. However,
she didn't think either president could bring much
Cover

�

change.
"I'm laughing now," said Goetz.
"Obama is trying to lower the
expectations."

Not ready
forthe LSAT?
Let us demonstrate our proven
method (since 1988) for success:
individual strategies, real tests for
practice, and true support from
sign-up through school acceptance.
Just one price
Our nine-week course features
36 hours of class time, weekly
help sessions, eight mock exams,
tutoring, and personal admissions
counseling. All for $1095.
We know the answers
Go to our website and find out
about the next free seminar.

www.stevenklein.com
Sandy Hayes,J.D. and Steven Klein

The Steven Klein Company
5031 University Way NE Seattle

206-524-4915

Though the expectations of
Obama's supporters may be high,
many people are ready to work
toward the change for which they
hoped.
"I've never seen so many people
politically opinionated," Mork
said. "They are visibly politically active through simple things like wearing buttons and actually initiating
so

political conversations, which doesn't
happen a lot in my experience."
Staff and students from the
Center for Service and Community

Engagement are ready to help
with Obama's aspirations ofsocial
justice.
"We want Obama to ask us to
do something," said Katie Pinard,
program coordinator for Student
Leadership and Service. "We are
ready to act and to be a part of
whatever social change is about to
happen."
Pinard volunteered at the Yesler
Terrace Community Center voting
station on Tuesday. When she left
the polls after hearing the elections
outcome, she felt an overwhelming desire to connect with other

people.
"I had a sense that the very air
breathe is different," she said of
her experience walking on Broadway
Wednesday morning. "You could tell
we

something really big happened on
that corner."
lan Field, senior humanities,
business administration and finance
major, hopes people will remain optimistic but still be realistic. He is worried about Obama's fiscal policy.
"But that's probably because I'm a
conservative republican," he added.
"I fear that after Obama is in office an apathetic tide will set in," he
said. "People will fail to continue
to hold [the new administration]
accountable."
Despite his relief and hope,
Richard Young, associate professor of

science, is concerned about
the future.
"All my education, experience
and judgment tell me that we're
heading into a very difficult period
for the entire human race," he said.
"I honesdy diink Barack Obama is
the best person on this planet to lead
us as we confront these problems."
Young cites Obama's eloquence,
ability to educate the public, previ-

political

ous

position

as

head of the Harvard

Law Review, role as a former community organizer, love offamily and
well-traveled past as indicators ofhis
potential as president.
"Can you imagine how powerful
it is to have someone with so many
different perspectives?" Young said.
"He has the potential to link with
Lincoln, Franklin and Roosevelt."
There are still a lot of concerns
Obama hasn't addressed though,
Mork said.
She added that Obama's background as a grassroots political organizer is respectable, but as heentered
the Democratic Party, his platform
became limited.
According to Mork, Obama
doesn't represent what people want
but is better than McCain.
"He was saying things that people
want to hear and people are tired of
fundamentally religious politics," she
said. "The results are less a statement
about him than about people in the

country."
The way in which McCain

behaved during the campaign,
said Young, was evidence that
his presidency would have been
problematic.
"McCain's concession speech was
the finest speech he gave," he said. "If
he conducted himself as he had in his
speech he might have won."
The sobriety of Obama's victory
address, continued Young, prepared
Americans for what lies ahead.
"The economic crisis is only just
beginning and the ecological crisis
isn't really being felt yet," he said.
"Obama has created such hope
that if he doesn't fulfill it, what will
happen?" Mork said. "Ifhe doesn't, it
could spark its own movement."
Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu .edu
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Alternative newspapers fight for a campus voice
Katie Farden
Staff Writer
About a month ago, senior
English major Cody Shepherd said
he took a look at Seatde University's
mainstream university publications and thought something was
missing.
"The reason a lot of college
newspapers are respected is because
they are not afraid to be provocative," Shepherd said. "I think there
is room for more of that at Seattle
U."
Along with a small group of
friends, Shepherd created Excess,
an alternative news publication
that, Shepherd hoped, would entertain and provoke thought.
The creators of the Excess distributed the first issue ofthe publication Oct. 27 in resident halls and
other high traffic areas.
The initial issue included satirical accounts of recent Seattle U
events, cartoon drawings, humorous odes and a compilation of "I
Saw Yous," based on The Stranger's
format.
"It is really more of a literary than a journalistic pursuit,"
Shepherd said. "We hope to inflate,
criticize and celebrate American
culture," he added, quoting the
mission statement on the publication's front page.
The Excess is not Seattle U's
first alternative news source. The

Catalyst—an alternative newspaper co-founded by junior political
science and Spanish major Sabine
Bernard and senior English major

Meaghan Driscoll—began publishing issues last winter quarter.
The Catalyst focuses on social
justice issues, said Bernard.
The Catalyst printed three issues
last year. Driscoll said each publication addresses one specific human
rights issue. The writers include an
overview of the problem, a discussion of actions students can take
and a calendar of upcoming events
related to the issue.
Jasmine Magana, sophomore
strategic communications major
and Catalyst writer, said the writers also provide information about
local volunteer organizations.
"We look to the city to try and
get people involved," she said.
The Participator is a third alternative news source first printed
by Seattle U students this fall. The
newspaper is not affiliated with
the university and is financially

independent.
Members of The Participator
staff declined comment.
Most members of the alternative
publications said their papers em-

ployed unconventional publishing
methods.
"We don't have a set game plan,"
Shepherd said. "We just get together and talk about what we want to
write."

Driscoll said the three Catalyst
staff members all take on the roles
of editor, writer and designer.
"We all do everything," she
said.
Bernard added that last year, every member of the Catalyst had to
download a trial version ofAdobe
In-Design because they lacked the
funds to buy software for newspaper layouts.

I don't see the need

to seek administative
approval.
Cody Shepherd
Excess Editor

"Our main goal this year is
our credibility," said
Driscoll. "Maybe then we could get
a campus computer or office."
Shepherd also said he hopes to
gain more resources for Excess.
"I would like to create my own
financial support for it by selling
ads," he said.
The first issue of the Excess
was printed from printers in the
Seattle U library and computer
labs, Shepherd said.
Despite logistical challenges,
contributors to The Participator,
The Catalyst and Excess said they
to increase
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considered their publication an important voice on campus.

Driscoll said The Catalyst helps
students apply their Seattle U education in the real world.
"I want to show students how
they can be involved," she said.
Lane Tower, senior English major and Excess contributor said, "It
is important to have students writing in a venue that isn't monitored
by university administrators."
Ofthe three alternative publications, only the Catalyst is affiliated
with Seattle University.
The Catalyst receives financial
support from the university's multicultural programming fund and
educational programming fund. To
receive these funds, said Bernard,
the publication had to become an
official on-campus club and seek
an adviser.
Excess receives no university
funds and claims no university affiliation, said Shepherd.
"I don't see the need to seek administrative approval," he added.
Tim Wilson, director of student activities, said that students
who wish to publish alternative
news sources have to first establish
themselves as a club.
"When The Catalyst came to me
it helped that they were part of a
recognized student organization,"
he said.
To publish and distribute materials on campus the club must

talk to Student Activities about
their paper and the locations the
club intends to promote it, Wilson

explained.
"We would have to have a conversation about the content," he

said.
Wilson said there might be consequences should student publishers fail to obtain the approval of
Student Activities or ifthey publish
a news source anonymously.
"The first thing we try to do is
find out who's publishing," Wilson
said.
Wilson said Student Activities
would talk to anonymous student
publishers about actions they could
take to be in compliance with university policy.
"We try not to be punitive," he
said.
If students failed to respond
to Student Activities, Wilson
said they would be put through
Student Affairs' process of judicial
review.

Bernard said The Catalyst hopes
publish their first issue of the
year after Thanksgiving break.
Shepherd hopes to put out
to

three issues of Excess
month. Their most

two to

each

recent issue came out on

Nov. 11.
Katie can be reached at
fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Vaginas take front and center stage this spring
Fernando Sioson
Volunteer Writer
While the various parts of the
human body enjoy equal representation in most theatrical performances, the vagina is the only
reproductive organ to have an entire production dedicated to it at
Seattle U.
Seattle University's Society of
Feminists, SOF, will be working
in collaboration with the Fine Arts
Department to put on "The Vagina

Monologues."
"I realized that it is something
that says so much about women's
self-empowerment," said Stephanie
Malinowski, junior English and
women studies major and president of the Society of Feminists.
"It gives a spotlight to issues that
are sometimes censored.".
"The Vagina Monologues" is
an

award-winning episodic play

written in 1998 by American playwright Eve Ensler. As the title suggests, it is a series of monologues
that are meant to emphasize female
empowerment, feminism and female rights.
"What we usually think of as
feminism is more localized," said
Colton Josephson, senior drama
major and one of the members of
the Drama Club producing the
play. "This is a traveling collection

of women's stories. Some are funny,
some are bittersweet and some are
downright upsetting. All of them,
however, deal with the worldwide
feminist movement."
Ensler also launched a feminist
movement known as V-day, which
is celebrated between Feb. 1 and
March 31 every year. The play is
part of that movement.
"On V-day, everyone celebrates womanhood. Women as
well as men are totally involved,"
Josephson said.
Each monologue somehow
relates to the vagina, whether
through love, sex, menstruation or
orgasm. A new monologue is added
each year in order to underscore a
new and pressing issue regarding
women's rights.
"The play raises awareness on
women's issues that are sometimes
given a negative connotation," said
Kenna Kettrick, senior drama, history and English major. "People
need to be aware that this is a matter of empowerment. It educates
people who don't think about this
very much in a format that is very

Although it can be produced
in

a

variety of ways, "The Vagina

Monologues" usually involves
one or more female actresses delivering their monologues one at
a time. The play can have as few
as a single actress delivering all of
the monologues or as many as 25
women each giving their own separate piece.

Auditions

for the production.
Several students involved in the

Stephanie Malinowski and Katie Boehnlein, juniors in the Society of
Feminists, are helping organize "The Vagina Monologues."

production of the play expressed
this is a good opportunity for students to get involved in something
outside of their major and gain a
balanced education.

been produced at Seattle U since
2006. SOF and the Drama department hope to instigate a revival this
year come March.
"The play varies from production to production, but the focus
is typically put on the acting and

engaging."
The production is

the words rather than a lot of different props and costumes," Kettrick
said.
The play is not formatted like a
typical dieatrical production. There
are no grand set pieces nor is there
a significantly large cast.
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in the whole
Malinowski
said. "It
community,"
delivers an in-your-face message
about violence toward women."

"This play brings

Fernando can be reached at
siosonf©seattleu.edu

&

set to run
the first weekend of March in celebration of V-day. "The Vagina
Monologues" used to be produced
regularly at Seattle University during winter quarter. The play has not

wow moment for

new ways.
President Stephen Sundborg,
S.J., told faculty and staff last week
that divisional leaders have been
asked to cut their non-salary, oper-

ating budgets by 5 percent.
"While we are in good fiscal

shape," Sundborg wrote in an email, "we need to be prudent and
in how we allocate our institutional resources in die future."
Funding for the university's strategic initiatives will be reduced. A
campus equipment allocation that
provides money for new electronics
like printers will lose $100,000. A
maintenance and repair budget will
be reduced "slightly," according to
Sundborg, and all new hiring decisions must be approved through the
cautious

provost or senior vice

students,'" he said,

noting funding for student organiza-

The international financial crisis
and unexpected expenses necessary
to accommodate Seattle Us largest freshmen class have university
administrators penny-pinching in

president.

Existing positions within the
university, classes and student scholarships are not in jeopardy, according toUon Smidi, vice president for
finance and business affairs.
Changes in the Student
Development Division will cut
funds for gas, new brochures in
Career Services, luncheons and
new outdoor opportunities within
Outdoor Activities ahd Recreation,
according to Rob Kelly, vice president for Student Development.
Kelly said his division is very intentionally looking to minimize the
impact of the cuts on students.
"We're saying, 'Let's not cut back
this area because this will make a

tions will not decrease.
Seattle U is driven by student tuition, with those funds covering 80
percent of its operating costs, Smith
said. This year's record-setting freshmen class of903 students, however,
was expensive for die university to
accommodate.
Officials had to add sections to
keep class sizes down and purchase
new furniture to house students on
campus.
But the university also gave away
more financial aid dian it had budgeted for, according to Smidi.
"The discount rate this year is
higher than it should be," Kelly said.
"That challenge is with us for the
next four years."
The university's endowment, a
fund it usually garners $6 million
a year for operating costs, has been
hit by the weakening economy. In
June, the endowment had $216 million and has since shrunk to under
$200 million.
University Advancement has not
yet seen a decline in donations, according to Mary Kay McFadden,
vice president for University
Advancement. The university's annual Gala received a record $850,000
for student scholarships.
"We have had good response to
our telemarketing calls," McFadden
said. "That's encouraging."
But for now, Smith said it's important for die university to play it
safe.
"We're taking a cautious stance,"
Smith said, "because it's my job to
think about a lot of the 'what ifs.'"
Josh can be reached at
Iynchjl@seattleu.edu -
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JOIN THE
STUDENT SPIRIT
SECTION!
Membership
includes: T-Shirt, prizes,
food at select games,
transportation to select
games, and entry
into raffles!
For more information contact
Rochelle LeMieux

(lemieuxr@seattleu.edu)

Check out the group "Red Zone"
on Facebook too!
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SUTV soon to go live Student rep gets on Board
Alex LaCasse

community impact.
"I hope SUTV provides a virtual
gathering place for the community
A group ofSeatde U students are of Capitol Hill" said Sean Milton,
in the process of creating a campus senior journalism major and student
and community interactive video reporter for SUTV "Looking around
site, set to be launched within the online, no other services are available
next couple of months.
for people in the Capitol Hill area."
Vinnie Hobbs, senior commuJames Forsher, journalism professor and staff adviser for SUTV said nication studies major and student
the site will be a community interleader of SUTV, said the new site
active television site. It is in its first will be a place for students and comsteps of construction.
munity members to explore and
The site will contain regularly comment on their community.
"We are trying to give it a forum
updated video blogs covering topics
such as entertainment, Capitol Hill type feel," Hobbs said. "One thing
we really have to do is have a lot of
events, campus events, eating suggestions and crime beats.
personality on campus."
While the site has not been pubAs of right now, Hobbs indicated
licly launched to students and comthat student leaders are figuring their
munity members, the six students look and determining their target
involved in the production of die site audience.
expect it to be launched soon.
"Seattle University is located
"It is really an experiment," right on Capitol Hill and students
Forsher said. "The technology for a should be able to know what's going
neighborhood television site is very on in their area," Milton said.
very new."
Milton initially joined the project
Forsher is excited by the opporas an independent study class with
tunities offered with an online news Forsher.
television site, including consistent
"I have always been interested in
updates. He expects that when television, and with the lack of jobs
launched, the site will attract an in print, I feel even more drawn to
online community for those interbroadcast," Milton said.
ested in Seattle U and the Capitol
The reporters worked at Victory
Studios every Tuesday to tape web
Hill area.
In an opening page video clip videos in front of a green screen.
Rashad Brown, senior strategic comEverything is done digitally and
munications major, said, "This ain't aside from the taping at the studio,
your momma's old communication work has been done in editing bays
Web site, I can tell you diat much for in the Lynn building.
starters." Also in the introduction,
Forsher and the students want to
Brown said there will be focus placed make the site applicable to students,
on the communication department
both within the context of campus
and its current projects, including and the surrounding neighborhood.
an in-depth look at communication
The group indicated that they are
looking for story ideas, as well as
majors and faculty.
Forsher began the project this individuals who are interested in
year during his graphic communitaking part in the process.
cations class, enlisting the help of
"It is SU based, but it is making
interested students to begin buildSU and integral part of this coming the site.
munity instead ofan island," Forsher
Students involved with the projsaid.
ect are eagerly working towards
a more public launch, and hope Alex can be reached at
the site will have a campus and lacasse@seattleu.edu

Staff Writer

JessicaIshmael

The Spectator

Kai Smith and Emmanuel Escandar of ASSU, will help select a student rep for the Board of Trustees.
Michael Lis-Sette

Volunteer Writer
After last year's ASSU elections,
the new officers set several large
goals for themselves that would carry over into this year, two ofwhich
they've already accomplished.
One goal was to add a student onto the Board of Trustees
Investment Committee. The group
oversees the asset allocation of investments in the Seattle University
endowment.
Kai Smith, ASSU president and
senior history and political science
major, said adding a student to the
board would benefit everyone.
"Having someone in the same
place in life as you, with the same
experiences, on the committee benefits all students on campus," Kai
Smith said.
He also said administrators
would profit from the addition because having a student perspective
would allow students to be involved
in important decisions.
ASSU faced a few challenges
getting a student onto the board.

"There was the issue of high
students graduate
in four years, and they're all on the
board for longer," said Emmanuelle
Escandar, ASSU vice president of
finance and senior humanities
major. Escandar added that most
board members serve for years.
"They wanted to make sure the
student onboard was serious about
it," she said.
Kai Smith added that administrators were concerned about a student's ability to handle the responsibility. Because ofthis, when ASSU

realized the importance of increasing communication by including a
student representative.
"That's why we're here: to provide an education for students,"
Ron Smith said.
Gaining a broad student perspective was important, which was
why an invitation was extended to
students outside ofASSU.
"We wanted to extend leadership to students across campus, not
just keep it in ASSU," Escandar

an e-mail inviting applications from students two weeks ago,

having a student on the committee will help the committee follow

applicants were required to have
major in business or economics.

missions.

turnover, because

sent out

a

Ron Smith, university vice

president of finance and business
affairs, understood the reasons for
this request.
"It was not a specific request by
the board, but they do want somebody that kind of understands, or
would like to understand, what
happens on the investment side of
things," he said.
He added that the board had

said.
Ultimately, ASSU hopes that
one of the school's fundamental

"We wanted to continue one of
the investment committee's guiding
philosophies: make socially responsible investments," Kai Smith said.
"Students are concerned about this,
and having a student onboard reinforces student advocacy for this
issue."

Michael can be reached at
lissette@seattleu.edu

25% OFF!

Storewide Sale!
Gifts
S.U. Apparel
General Books
Food & Beverage
School & Office Supplies

November 18th 20th
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Everything except Textbooks!
Limited to stock on hand/No additional discounts

S.U. Bookstore
www. SeattleUßookstore. com
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Specs of the

week Law students assist in real trials
case.

Gormley added that the defense
attorneys also benefit from the

Strange e-mail sent to
thousands meets furious
response

major.
After ASSU met with Public
Safety, the policy was increased to
allow four students per ride, the
maximum vehicle capacity.
ASSU President Kai Smith
added that passengers will no
longer be documented for being
intoxicated by the drivers.
"If students are intoxicated we
want them back on campus and
safe," Smith said. "They don't use
the NightHawk if they're scared
to be written up."
Safety was also of concern for
Mike Sletten, director of Public
Safety, but in a different way. He
had received reports of students
onboard yelling, vomiting and

Last week, several thousand
Seattle U students received a
strange e-mail with the subject
line: "Cute baby sucking on a
lemon."
The e-mail was sent by Joe
Clark, a physics and philosophy
major. Clark said he gained access
to the large list ofe-mail addresses
from an e-mail sent to him Nov.
3 from Matthew Hitchman that

Hitchmans
publicized
e-mail contained the addresses for
an event.

the Seattle U student body in the
"to" line instead of the "bcc" line,
which hides the e-mail's recipients
from all who receive it.
"I didn'tknow whether it was
a joke or a fluke," Clark said of

grabbing at others in the vehicle—including the driver and the

Hitchmans e-mail.
Figuring the Office of
Information Technology, OIT,
would block him from sending
an e-mail to the whole student

steering wheel.
However, he understood
ASSU's concerns and helped re-

store the old system.
"I made it clear [to drivers]
body by hitting "reply all," Clark
decided to give it a try.
that every seatbeit can be utilized,
"I wanted to see if IT would and that's what they've been doblock it," he said.
ing," Sletten said.
The e-mail was not blocked
and was sent to thousands of Fine Arts building flooded
students. A series ofat least eight
Heavy rain flooded at least five
replies began when recipients
pressed "reply to all" with a re- rooms in the Fine Arts building

sponse

to

last week, according

Clark's message.

Clark said he received more
than 50 replies, many of them

baby."

ASSU changes NightHawk
back to old policies
Last week, ASSU worked
alongside Public Safety to restore
previous NightHawk shuttle policies that had changed over the
past months.

The university traded in last

year's vans

favor of hybrid

in

to

a

Facilities

Services employee.
Kavik Frol, a student worker
with Facilities, was the first to discover that rainwater had leaked in
to offices and recording studios in
the basement ofFine Arts.
Frol said sound proofing and
other equipment in the university's new audio recording rooms
got wet. The puppet studio for
artist-in-residence Brian Kooser
was also flooded with water, according to Steve Galatro, Fine
Arts administrative specialist.
But Galatro said he wasn't
certain of the extent of the damage. He did say the puppets in the
studio were not damaged.
"Luckily, all the puppets survived," Galatro said.
The building used to be a
Seattle trolley terminal, with a
tunnel running nearby. The tunnel fills with water sometimes
and is drained by a pump. The
pump was operating but was
not set properly to drain enough
water, Frol said. Water ended up
leaking through the walls in the
basement.

angry, but no administrators or
OIT officials contacted him regarding his use of the listserve as
of Friday.
Regardless of the confusion
and frustration it may have caused
some students, Clark feels the email was not a big deal.
"I didn't send a virus or anything immoral," he said. "There's
no apology needed. It was just a
cute

SUVs, which cut down on the
number of students who could
ride in each trip from six to four.
Unofficial policy went further
than that, as it allowed for groups
of only two or less.
"The policy didn't make
sense, and we talked with Mike

Comments should be sent to
spectator@seattleu.edu
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Murder 101 program.
"The attorney gets student
ideas, perspectives and insights,"
she said.
The club has received some criticism for working exclusively for defense lawyers in murder trials.
"When you help someone who's
on trial for murder," Larson said,
"the reaction is that you're helping someone who doesn't deserve

[Sletten]," said Emmanuelle
Escandar, ASSU vice president
of finance and senior humanities

of Toachlng

ESL
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help."
She found the opposite
Jessica Ishmael

The Spectator

to

be

true.

Abraham Ritter, co-founder of Murder 101, sorts through piles of evidence for the murder trial he and a local attorney are working on.

"People who seem undeserving
of help are actually the people who
need help die most," she said.

Gormley expressed appreciation for the students' assistance with
her case.
"They've been terrific and completely responsive to anything I
need," she said.
Carson said she found that balancing school and volunteering on
the case was challenging.
"This project is important, and
I understand the enormity of this
guy's circumstance," she said. "But I
also need to get good grades so I can
help other people as an attorney."
Carson also said working on a
murder case could be emotionally
taxing.
"Looking at the photos, sometimes I would just have to stop,"

Larson said she has tried to expand the program to include the
prosecution side of criminal cases
too, but when she contacted the
city's prosecutor's office they told
her their needs were already filled.
Ritter said she hopes to expand
Murder 101 so the program has
enough students to take on more
than one case at a time.
Larson said despite the workload
involved, volunteering on a murder
case helps empower law students.
"At first you feel like you can't
do it," she said, "but once you have,
you feel like you can do anything.
You feel more confident to actually
practice law."

Cover

�

she said.

IKS

Looking at the photos,
sometimes I would

just have to stop.
Natalie Carson
Law Student

Each member of Murder 101 is

paired with another student in the
project to help with the workload
and to provide emotional support
as needed, explained Carson.
Each participant also has an ethics adviser and a research adviser—
law professors who can offer guid-

Katie can be reached at

ance throughout their work on the

fardenk@seattleu.edu
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Stressed students slack on sleep
Jessica Van Gilder
Managing Editor
When long- days become long
nights and a good nights sleep turns
into a passing thought, the negative
effects on the body and mind often go
unnoticed. A spittle of drool on the
desk during class or a helpful nudge
from a fellow classmate reveal more
than a sign of sleep deprivation.
"Falling asleep during the day
is serious business and shouldn't be
laughed at," Michael Vitiello says,
professor of psychiatry and behavioral sciences at the University of
Washington. "Sleep is a major pillar of health, but we ignore it more
because we feel like we can until it
comes back to bite us,"
Vitiello warns cognitive function
and ability to process information
suffer from lack of sleep. Most studies indicate college-aged students
experience the highest amount of
sleep deprivation and 20 percent of
college students suffer from sleeping
disorders.
In lower-level cases of sleep deprivation, students may experience
weakened immune systems, irritability and slowed cognitive and reflexive functions. Extreme levels may
lead to increased risk of delusions
and hallucinations according to Jay
Robertson-Howell, psychologist and
licensed social worker at Counseling
and Psychological Services at Seattle
U.
"Maintaining a regular sleep cycle
is in our best interest. Put that in the
context of students, and it's hard,"
Robertson-Howell says.
According to Robertson-Howell,
26 percent of students say their lack
of sleep is a direct hindrance to their
academic performance.
But given the atmosphere of a
university and the demands of the
student lifestyle academically and
financially, maintaining a healthy
and regular sleep cycle can seem
unrealistic.
"Biologically we know especially
for people in teen and college years
that most of those folks become more
owl like," Vitiello says. "Going to bed
between midnight and 2 a.m. rather
than 10 to 12 p.m. coupled with
the fact that more students have to

hold jobs and go to school is basi- living in the residence halls makes
cally a prescription for being sleep sleeping at a decent hour on a normal basis fairly difficult, Nguyen and
deprived."
However, Vitiello and Robertson- Morehouse say their lighter freshman
Howell maintain students can cir- course load doesn't create the time
cumvent these factors and create a crunch that forces many students to
normal sleep cycle if they use daytime loose sleep.
hours more efficiently.
The correlation between acaAccording to Robertson-Howell, demic levels and sleep deprivation
the three keys to good sleep habits becomes more startling as the years
include going to bed and waking up increase. Three sophomore students
laugh when a regular sleep schedule
is mentioned.
Falling asleep during
"I don'thave a habit. Sometimes I
get 10 hours ofsleep, sometimes I get
the day is serious
five. It seems inevitable because of my
homework load and because of my
business and shouldn't work ethic," explains Carlo Itchon,
sophomore mechanical engineering
be laughed at.
major, once his laughter subsides.
In addition to a full-time class
Michael Vitiello load, Itchon works part-time at the
University of Washington Connolly Center and at the math lab.
As for power naps, Itchon says he has
no time even for those brief respites.
around the same time, getting six to
Though Itchon recognizes his
eight hours of sleep and giving the sleeping habits are not the healthimind enough time to shut down be- est, the notion of getting the grade
fore going to bed.
trumps the need to sleep.
But it seems part of the problem
However, Itchon and fellow
stems from students' perceptions of sophomore Matt Frix point out the
workload and the limitations of a 24- level of work ethic direcdy correlates
hour day.
to sleep deprivation, implying that if
"All of us in general have this they wanted to sleep more then they
thought that there'snot enough time would have to accept a lower perforto get the things done I need to dur- mance level in classes.
To help with a lack of sleep, Frix,
ing die day so sleep goes by the wayside," Robertson-Howell explains.
a ROTC student and business major,
To counter the seeming inevitable takes a vitamin B pill when he knows
lack of sleep, some students have de- he will only get three to four hours
veloped tricks to help them stay up of sleep. According to Frix, vitamin
longer, while achieving some sense B helps him feel alert and energized
of rest.
more quickly.
take
all
the
for
Similar methods to wake up
"I
time
power naps
to
30
between
six
more
20
minutes. I do it
quickly and with more zest for
and nine o'clock at least once a day," the day include very loud alarms or
says Tina Nguyen, freshman market- multiple alarms. Though the noiseing major. "After I wake up I'm good level may jar students out of bed
to go for a few hours."
quicker, studies indicate waking up
and
Alexis
roommate
Nguyen
gradually helps the brains functionMorehouse, freshman business ma- ing level and decreases the chances of
jor, say diey rely on a regular sleep feeling tired throughout the day, acschedule and when they diverge from cording to Martha Lentz, University
the routine, the negative effects are of Washington research professor
obvious.
emeritus.
As for naps, Lentz says taking
They both list falling asleep in
class, lower-performance levels in shorter naps when working on a
class and swimming practices, as well sustained task is not an unreasonable
as increased irritability as clear signs strategy, but it only works up to a
they didn't sleep enough. Though certain point.

One of die largest problems Lentz
describes is a false positive judgment
due to sleep deprivation, which
means people perceive they feel better or perform better with less sleep
though usually the opposite is true.
Apart from interfering with
judgment, Lentz explains the body's
biological functions—from glucose
and insulin processes to putting the
immune system in an inflammatory
state—also respond negatively to
sleep deprivation and often go unnoticed by the individual. Though
long-term consequences of perpetual
sleep deprivation are unknown, Lentz
says there is increasing evidence it influences the propensity to be obese
or diabetic.
Despite the potential effects
though, some students insist lack of
sleep becomes so routine its effects
seem minimal. Senior creative writing major Simone Hing admits she
catches herself spacing out and losing
her train of thought more easily, but
"the short-term suffering is worth the
outcome."
"I think it's both a compromise
and reality of being at a university,"
says Hing. "There isn't enough time
in the normal waking day to do everything that's required and do it well."
Since freshman year Hing says she
progressively stayed up later and later,
in sync with the increasing demand
of classes, a job and extracurricular
activities, until the idea of staying up
all night or sleeping for a few hours
became normal.
Though Vitiello and RobertsonHowell concede the demands of
students today hinder the ability to
keep a regular sleep schedule, students
should try to coordinate their responsibilities so they can go to bed around
the same time and wake up around
the same time throughout the week
"The system is fairly plastic. You
can push it for while. The problem is
you don't always know whatthe costs
are," says Vitiello.
At the end of the day, RobertsonHowell indicates the biology of the
body and its proper functioning levels overwrite students' perceptions of
what counts as sufficient sleep.
Jessica can be reached at
vangilde@seattleu.edu

Braden VanDragt

As finals approach, students begin to utilize stud;
Particularly in the late hours when cramming foi

Braden VanDragt
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Crash and burn: Negative
effects of caffeine revealed
Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

jdy spaces such as the Quiet Room in the Lemeiux Library and the Student Center,
for exams, students turn to caffeine to keep them energized through the night.

Pulling an all-nighter to finish
that big paper or to study for a
midterm? This is a scenario many
college students become familiar
with during their most stressful
academic weeks. One of the most
common ways students attempt to
ward off sleep is through the use of
caffeine.
According to the Mayo Clinic,
caffeine is the most commonly
used psychoactive stimulant in the
world. The drug affects people in
different ways depending on body
build, metabolisms and consumption levels. Caffeinated drinks come
in die form ofcoffee, energy drinks,
soda and tea.
Because caffeine can be a
common part of daily routine,
sometimes its quality as a drug is
forgotten. However, consuming
caffeine can lead to addiction and
subsequent withdrawal
including irritability, headaches and
fatigue according to WebMD.com.
Additionally, caffeine is sometimes
treated as an alternative to sleep.
Though caffeine temporarily reduces the feeling of being tired, it
does not eliminate the body's need

for sleep according to the Mayo
Clinic.
Using caffeine as a replacement
or energy stimulant can impede a
regular sleep schedule and cognitive functioning, according to Jay
Robertson-Howell, psychologist and
licensed social worker at Counseling
and Psychological Services.
According to Buzz Hofford, general manager of Bon Appetit, students at Seattle U purchased about
8,000 cups ofcoffee and 2,500 energy drinks last spring quarter.
"Unfortunately, I have no data
associating sales trends to midterms
and finals, but I think it's safe to assume that sales ofcaffeinated beverages increase around exam times,"
Hofford says.
The standard 16-ounce Monster
Energy Drink contains 2,500 milligrams of various stimulants, including glucose, caffeine and Guarana.
The label also warns "Consume
responsibly—Limit three cans per
day, not recommended for children,

highest caffeine content, as far as
soda is concerned, with 54 milligrams ofcaffeine per can.
The caffeine content in coffee and
tea vary depending on the strength
that it is brewed at. Typically, a cup
of coffee has between 85 and 100
milligrams per cup and tea has between 25 and 60 milligrams.
Research conducted at the
Mayo Clinic confirms that caffeine
has some adverse side effects when
consumed in large amounts. These
include irregular heart rhythms,
anxiousness or restlessness, nausea,
increased urination, irritability and
sleeplessness. When paired with
large amounts of sugar, like in soda
and energy drinks, these symptoms
can be amplified. Moderate caffeine
consumption does not pose any
long-term health risks in healthy
adults who have no aversion to it.
However, caffeine may have
benefits as well. According to the
International Food Information
Council Foundation, caffeine may
pregnant women or people sensitive help reduce the risks of diseases
to caffeine."
such as diabetes and Parkinsons and
A 16-ounce can of Red Bull may also help to improve immune
contains 133 milligrams ofcaffeine. function.
Additionally, it contains taurine and
B-group vitamins.
Taylor can be reached at
Mountain Dew contains the olsont@seattleu.edu

The caffeinated truth
What is caffeine?
Caffeine is a naturally occurring, flavorless
chemical that acts as a stimulant to the central
nervous system as well as a diuretic. Caffeine
can also be synthetically produced.

In what foods can caffeine
be found?
Most commonly, caffeine is found in coffee,
tea and cocoa beans. It can also be added to
sodas for flavor, as well as pain relievers, cold
medicines and appetite suppressants.

Are there negative side
effects of caffeine?
Excessive caffeine intake can lead to an
increased heart rate, nausea, vomiting,
heartburn, dehydration, anxiety, depression,
difficulty sleeping and tremors.

Are there healthy
alternatives to caffeine?
B-groiip-vitamins, particularly thiamin and

riboflavin, help cells produce energy from
source: CNN.com
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Student cinema given 'Red Carpet' treatment
member was "sucked in" upon discussing the project with someone

already involved.
They were amazed at how well
they worked together and hope
to participate next year with the
same team.
The award for best comedy went to "The Daily Grind,"

written,

directed and edited by

Brandon Waterman. With a degree in photography, he is in his
last quarter at Seattle U earning a
degree in international business.
Enrique Cabrera, who works
for Information Technology at
Seattle U, acted in the film, along
with Evan Bornzin, also in IT,
who helped with editing.
Following a young Seattleite as
he wakes up, readies himself for
the day and walks to work amid
silence and an empty city, the film

employs sharp cinematography

Clara Ganey

The Spectator

Aaron Klingensmith, sophomore math major, and Annelie Day, freshman pre-major, won best picture with their film "My Steed and Me." The
duo shot the film in black and white in order to explore the repetition of line patterns and structures throughout the architecture in Seattle.
Veronica Martin
Staff Writer
Between the buzz of excited
conversation and the tightly packed
students littered throughout the
room, the red carpet sprawled
across the floor ofLemieux Library
could hardly be seen.
"The first year is always the
hardest," said Mike Horton, a marketing and promotions manager
for Campus MovieFest. "We're
hoping to be back next year."
One of Horton's many responsibilities included filming
the evening's awards ceremony.
The audience was mostly made
up of students who created films
or checked out equipment but did
not finish their submissions for the
event.

The judges, who remain anonymous, were made up of Seattle
University faculty and students.
They received roughly 30 completed films. The top 16 were shown
Nov. 6 at the Red Carpet Finale in
Schaffer Auditorium.
The three winning films will
be shown at the Western Regional
Grand Finale in San Francisco
Nov. 15 and 16.
"We keep everything random,
everything a surprise," said Trini
Mongolas, a marketing and promotions manager for CMF, of the
winning films. Only the judges
and staffknow which films will
go to the regional showing. After
the audience views all of the films
at the school's finale, the winning
teams are finally announced.
Sonya Ekstrom, freshman premajor, directed one of the short
films, though she had never before
made a movie.
"I didn't know what to expect,"

she said as she waited nervously
with her team for the doors to
open. "My friend really wanted
me to do it."
The atmosphere was one of anticipation when the doors to the

auditorium finally opened. Slowly
moving forward, the group filtered
into the dark room to find their
among fellow participants.
Groups sat together, sending
forward shouts and cheers when
a scene from their film flashed
on the screen at the front of the
room, which played slides from
the 16 movies to be viewed in
their entirety.
seats

It's really great to see
how much interest
this has brought
up at Seattle U.
Sarah Shannon
CMF attendee
"We filmed during midterms,
there was a lot of pressure to
get it done," said Russell Powers,
junior marketing and finance
major, whose film was shown on
Thursday. He was surprised at the
number of people attending the
finale at Seattle U. In Atlanta, Ga.,
where he attended CMF at Clark
Atlanta University, not as many
people showed up, he said.
Not all attendees were filmmakers, however. Kelli Thoumsin,
senior fine arts major, and Sarah
Shannon, senior international
business major, were there purely
for viewing pleasure.
so

"Seattle U doesn't have a film
program and a lot of students are
interested in film, so it's a nice way
to introduce it," said Thoumsin.
"It's really great to see how
much interest this has brought
up at Seattle U," echoed Shannon,
who used to edit screenplays for
her friends. "It's always fun to see
what people can come up with in
a

week."

When the lights dimmed, signaling the beginning of the first
film, the standing-room-only auditorium erupted in shouts and
applause, followed by utter silence. This audience was there for
one thing only: the films.
After a short introduction by
Abe Mohammadione, who oversees all video work for CMF, the
films were shown in sets of four.
Between each set, door prize
winners were announced. Prizes
ranged from an iPod Nano to a
copy of Final Cut Studio 2.
Beginning with a film entitled
"The Daily Grind," and ending
with "Sugar Dreams," the movies
ranged from comedic, to dramatic,
to disturbing. One film, "Turkey
Sandwich," portrayed the intense
waiting game precluding entrance
into the U.S. from another country. "Laundry Day Love" ended in
a ruined romance from a possible
death. "Freud" was a "Waking
Life"-esque romp through a philosophical dream world, minus the
rotoscoping which combines animation with live action footage to
create a dreamlike quality.
Andrew Wilburn, junior
English major and Student
Programmer for Student Activities,
announced the winning teams
along with Mohammadione. The
categories up for grabs were best

comedy, best drama and best picture. They prefaced the announcement by describing their difficulty
in choosing just three winners
from the films entered.

It [black and white]

and acute camera angles.
This was Waterman's first film,
but having a background in photography helped a lot with framing, he said.
"I brought [what I know from
photography] over and made [the
film] as much like a photograph as
I could," said Waterman.
"There is a convergence of photo and video going on," he said.
Waterman wants to continue making films and using the skills to his

advantage professionally.
A silent black and white film,
"My Steed and Me," won best picture. A team of two—Annelie Day,
freshman pre-major, and Aaron

Klingensmith, sophomore math

limits what you

can do with the
backdrop of the city.
Aaron Klingensmith
Winner, best picture

major—wrote, directed, shot and
starred in the film.
Their artistic parameters influenced the film's story.
"It limits what you can do with
the backdrop of the city," said
Klingensmith. "The runniest thing
you can do is to put in a horse."
"My Steed and Me" follows

Klingensmith,

a

cowboy straight

of a classic western movie, as
he roams Seattle looking for his
lost companion: his horse.
Each of the three winning
groups won two iPod Shuffles, a
copy ofFinal Cut Pro and 100 free
songs from iTunes.
"A lot of times, at schools who
don't have a film program, you
get some pretty interesting films,"
Wilburn said. "We had a diverse
crowd this year."
According to Wilburn, CMF
will return next year, giving students another chance to demout

"Girl,"

a film

about a dream of

falling in love in Seattle, won best
drama. An all-freshmen group of
six created the movie.

The film was written by Brenna
Cole, international studies major.
Ryan Disch, Spanish and educa-

major, Andrew Shahamiri,
writing major, and Bryan
Stebbins, political science major
directed "Girl." Cydni Carter,
photography major, performed
the camera work. Tiffany Brace,
public affairs major, Shahamiri
and Cole acted in the film.
"I'm ecstatic," said Carter after
winning. "We definitely want to
go to San Francisco." The group
came together organically; each
tion

creative

onstrate

their cinematographic

prowess.

Veronica can be reached at
martinv@seattleu.edu

Interested in seeing Seattle U's CMF submissions?
Read Veronica Martin's post at blog.su-spectator.com to view all
of the winning films.
■
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Pop culture pictures All girl trio has 'Fun' at Vera
Photography legend Annie Leibovitz visits Benaroya Hall Nov. 19
Eric Gordon
Staff Writer
Her work has sometimes been
surrounded by controversy, including her famous 1981 photo of
John Lennon and Yoko Ono, her
nude photo of the then-pregnant
Demi Moore and those scandalous pictures ofMiley Cyrus earlier
this year.
But whether viewing her work
with shock, amazement, disgust or
fondness, people haven't looked
away.
Annie Leibovitz has had a stunning career as a photographer,
spanning decades and shooting
people ofall kinds, from immedi-

family members to the Queen
ofEngland.
"Annie has a following that's
kind of interesting, it goes beyond
just the photography world," said
Claire Garoutte, assistant professor
ofphotography at Seattle U. "She's
reached a sort ofcelebrity status."
Leibovitz started working for
Rolling Stone in 1970,after simply
walking in to the office and asking
for a job. She shot for the magazine
for 13 years, and by enforcing the
idea of attaining almost intimate
relationships with her subjects,
helped shape the image and style
of Rolling Stone.
Since then, Leibovitz has
ate

worked for Vanity Fair magazine

and was most recendy hired for a
project with Disney.
Garoutte has encouraged
many of the students in her fine
arts classes to attend Leibovitz's
upcoming lecture in Seattle, but a
few were already looking forward
to it.

"She really gets to know her
subjects. She hangs out with them,
lives with them, almost, for days,"
said Alberto Jimenez, senior photography major, "which I think is
really great because a lot ofpeople
don't do that."

Jimenez admires
others
her technique,
admire her
itself.
career

"I think a lot of times people
shun her greatness because she is
so popular and so famous," said
Katie Swezey, junior photography
major, "but if you think back to
when she started, just her work
itself was pretty amazing."
And while many fine arts students are excited for Leibovitz's
coming to Seatde, some are simultaneously weary of it due to the
nature of her recent work.
"Right now she's really more
of a brand name than a photographer," said Katy McCourt-Basham,
sophomore photography major.
"She has all ofher assistants goand
set everything up beforehand, and
she comes out and clicks the shutter, and 'Annie Leibovitz took a
picture. So, she's not as involved
as she used to be."
Among students, Leibovitz's
popularity seems to be the most
common point of resentment

surrounding her career, rather
than her work itself. Students like
McCourt-Basham and Swezey,
though critical, draw inspiration
from Leibovitz's work—bothwish
to follow in her footsteps with careers in photography within the
music industry.
"It's always good, as far as being an artist yourself, to hear what
other people have to say about
it," Swezey said. '-'Because she's
so famous there's going to be a
lot of attention around it. It just
brings a lot of people out of the

woodwork."
Leibovitz will be speaking at
Benaroya Hall Nov. 19 at 7:30
p.m.
"To have someone like Annie
Leibovitz come to Seattle is a
great opportunity to hear from
her about the motivations behind
her work and a little bit about her
own history in her own words,"
Garoutte said. "She's responsible
for" some of the iconic images of
the famous people we know."

And while

Eric can be reached at

gordone@seattleu.edu

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

The All Girl Summer Fun Band excels at bringing their danceable, high-energy punk music to their shows.
Matthew Martell
Entertainment Editor

Their performance culminated with a monologue from their
drummer about the dangers of
Seattle's Vera Project defines consuming jellybeans and Red Bull
before performing on stage. Their
community music. Operated eninformal attitude toward the crowd
tirelyby volunteers, the venue provides the under 21 concert-going made the mistakes they made durcrowd a safe place to stay out late ing their set forgivable; Dimples
on weekend evenings and a means wanted to have fun on stage more
for having cost-effective fun. On than they wanted to perform well.
Nov. 8, Vera hosted Pordand, Ore. s
Iji took the stage after Dimples
Band,
Summer
whose
finished
their set and began their
All Girl
Fun
warmed
high-energy pop punk
up performance with a solo song by
the chilly Seattle evening for its their guitarist while the other memthree dozen attendees.
bers of the band made peanut butIn contrast to most venues, the ter and honey sandwiches on stage.
low attendance at Vera made for a They proceeded to lay their loaf of
more interesting evening of enterbread on the edge of the stage, and
tainment. Opening acts Dimples
offered food to the crowd before
and Iji were both comprised of launching into "Giant Bite," a song
Seattle natives, and they addressed about the awesomeness of eating
the crowd like friends, making food.
small talk between songs and askFollowing Iji's performance,
ing what their plans were after the the All Girl Summer Fun Band
show.
mounted the stage to minimal apA boy-girl duo along the lines of plause and a lot of intrigued glances
bands like Beach House and Matt and jumpedright into their set with
And Kim, Dimples' 30-minute set enough energy to get everyone in
was full of cute songs about rothe venue moving their bodies.
mance and having fun. The group
A couple of punks who came
from
the
of
their
start
set
down from Canada to see the
proved
that they didn't take themselves too show moshed in the crowd and
were complimented on their dancseriously and they didn't want anyelse
either.
one
to
ing by drummer Kathy Foster (who

also plays bass in The Thermals).
A couple more songs flew by before the punks urged the band to
"play 'Freebird'!," and guitarist/
singer Kim Baxter admitted the
band had no idea how to play the
often requested Lynyrd Skynyrd
tune. The band took the heckling
in stride and never missed a beat
during their set.
Just like Dimples and Iji,
AGSFB's music is all about falling in love, being silly and having
fun, but the poise with which they
deliver it makes their live shows
both exciting and enjoyable, with
their talent as musicians shining
through their songs' simplistic
punk frameworks.
The band finished their performance and hopped off the stage in
good spirits before heading into the
lobby ofVera to sell their merchandise to the audience. It was an informal end to an informal evening,
but it fit the mood of the event
well. AGSFB understand punk is
about having fun and not about being cool or snooty or detached, and
their songs urge that understanding
in their audiences as well.
Matthew can be reached at
martellm@seattleu.edu

The Writer's Life: Every writer must be a reader
Sharon Cumberland
Guest Writer
You've probably heard this before, but it bears repetition: Good
writers are good readers. It seems
intuitive: how could you write well
if you're not interested in what
writing produces? Good reading is
a form of backwards engineering—
you take it apart so that you can see
how it was made, so you can learn
to make it yourself.

Every successful writer can
their influences—the other
writers whose mastery helped them
develop their own skills. Flannery
O'Connor learned key skills by
reading William Faulkner. T.C.
Boyle was influenced by Evelyn
Waugh, Gabriel-Garcia Marquez
and Flannery O'Connor. Writers
help each other learn how to write.
But you have to read authors to be
name

influenced by them.
Yet there are a great many folks
out there who have aspirations as
writers, but don't have a love of
reading: they don't grab a newspaper every morning from the Student
Center; they don't browse the leisure reading shelf at the Lemieux
Library; they don't gobble up the
newest Chuck Palahniuk or T.C.

Boyle releases.
I know, I know—you're going
to tell me you have enough assignments to keep three people reading night and day. You spend a
fortune on books for your classes.
And your professors assign reading
as though theirs is the only course
you're taking.
But I'm not talking about assigned reading—though that's good
and essential. I'm talking about the
compulsion to read: the urgent desire to have something on hand to

fill idle moments, when you're waiting for someone, having a coffee or
bobbing in the bathtub.
The love ofreading is a demand
that your sentient mind places on
your animal brain. Your animal
brain is in charge of getting you
around, keeping you rested and
fueled. But your sentient mind is
in charge of keeping your higher
powers stimulated so you can be
the writer you want to become.
Have you heard the expression
"Everything is grist for the mill?"
It means your mind is a thinking
machine that processes information
into useful insights the way a grain
mill grinds wheat into flour for baking bread.
You have to give your mind grist
for it to operate at its highest level.
And if you want to be a writer, you
have to have a very large silo, full
ofall kinds of general knowledge.

Reading

is how you

fill that silo—

just assigned reading, but
steady, habitual reading. Novels,
newspapers, biographies, poetry,
travelogues, memoirs, spiritual
journeys—all of it is grist for your

not

writer-ly mind.
Part of the reason college-aged
people don't read as much as earlier
generations is because you have so
many other options to use up your
spare time. Your parents didn't have
computer games, DVDs, Netflix,
cell pones or e-mail. When we were
waiting in a doctor's office or riding
a bus or waiting for a class to start or
sitting alone at a table, we got out
a novel or a newspaper to read—it
was either that or stare into space.
You guys have all your friends
and family a text message away, not
to mention Mahjong and Tetris.
It takes a lot of resolve to overcome the siren song of electronic

entertainment.

I can hear your objection—"But
this is the information age! We have
more information than any generation who ever lived!" I concede
that. But is it helping you become
a better writer? Are you absorbing
that information in ways that help
you understand structure, character development, suspense, climax,
denouement? Will texting your
friends on your cell phone teach
you anything about constructing
compelling- sentences?
For that, you need to read compelling sentences—lots of them.
Being a good reader will play a huge
role in your process of becoming a
good writer, and it will make you
a more interesting person in the
process.

Sharon can be reached at
slc@seattleu.edu
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Hawk Rawkers and SU Dance renew spirit

'

Friday, Nov. 14

SU vs. North Dakota
Smithfield, R. 1., 4:00 p.m.

SU vs. Houston Baptist
Smithfield, R. 1., 8:00 p.m.
Women's basketball
SU vs. Boise State, Boise,

Saturday, Nov. 15

Men's basketball
Chico State vs. SU, Connolly

Information

Sunday, Nov. 16
Men's basketball
Notre Dame de Namur vs.
SU, Connolly Center, 4:00

At any given men's
women's home basketball game, the Hawk
Rawkers may have 1520 instruments playing. At a Nov. 7
exhibition game against Point Loma
Nazarene, the Hawk Rawkers had
nine students. They were missing
their tuba player that night.
"We can go on but it's not the
same," Bishop said. "There are some
songs that just don't sound the same
without the tuba."
Lindy Boustedt, adviser and
trumpet player for the Hawk
Rawkers, is not discouraged by the
relatively small size. She said there
are usually more than nine instruments at the games.
"We're still looking to get
more instruments," said Whitney
Leininger, junior social work major
and trumpet player. "Though we're
pretty good about making up for
what we don't have."
Two years ago the Athletic
Department approached Boustedt
hoping to start a pep band. With
the move to Division I athletics,
there was a need to increase student
presence at games. Determined to
start a group, she advertised an
inaugural informational meeting.
One student showed up. That one
student was Lindsay Gossack, junior biology major and saxophone
Cover

�

or

player.
"I really just

Men's soccer
SU 3, Cal State Bakersfield 2
(20T), Bakersfield, Calif.

Saturday, Nov. 8
Women's basketball
Western Washington 68, SU
79, Connolly Center

want to

build

the culture of spirit on campus,"
Boustedt said. "We just want to
bring spirit to the community."
For the Hawk Rawkers, going to
every game and playing is not just
about attracting a crowd.
"It is a really good alternative
since the university does not have

Women's swimming SU 136,
Cal State Bakersfield 100,
Bakersfield, Calif.

Sunday, Nov. 9

Women's swimming
SU 78, Loyola Marymount
125, Los Angeles
Women's soccer
Saint Martin's 1, SU 3,
Championship Field

Monday, Nov. 10
Men's soccer
SU 4, Fresno Pacific 2,

Fresno Calif.

The Spectator

Hawk Rawkers perform at the Connolly Center during a women's basketball game on last Thursday.

big music program," Bishop said.
"We're here just for the fun."
The Hawk Rawkers do not receive any financial aid or scholarship from the Athletic Department.
Boustedt is trying to get the pep
band a sponsor who may provide
funds for such things as a bookstore
credit.
With the first largely publicized
Division I basketball game against
Loyola Marymount University'approaching Jan. 1, the spirit squad
groups are preparing to perform
in the Key Arena amid increased
pressure. The Hawk Rawkers are
recruiting local high school bands
in hopes of "beefing-up" their small
presence.
. Sitting closely next to the Hawk
Rawkers is the SU Dance Team, a
group of women dressed in black
shorts and black shirts that read
"Division I: Back in the Game."
a

"We have stepped it up this seawith SeattleU going to Division
said
Brittany LaHue, dance team
I,"
coach and Seattle U graduate student. "The expectation is that we
are going to have larger crowds."
The dance team will perform
with the Hawk Rawkers and the
cheer team at the Key Arena Jan.
son

1.

Dance

team

members put in

roughly seven hours of practice a
week. Many of the members have
previous dance experience, which allows the team to create its own routines. Most of their dance is focused
on hip-hop and jazz elements.
"Every year the team really
grows and evolves," LaHue said. "I
feel like we've come a long way."
LaHue has been on the team
since her freshman year as an

undergraduate.
While the program continues

growing, dance team members are
excited and optimistic about the future of the spirit squad and what the
dance team has to offer under the
Athletic Department umbrella.
"I think overall we are definitely
excited," said Danielle Gonzales,
junior marketing major and dance
team captain. "The whole caliber
of our team has improved every

year."
Their intensity is fierce

as

they

prepare for the Jan. 1 game. Many
dancers not only put in the seven

hour practices a week with the team
but also practice on the side. The
team views each performance as a
practice leading to Jan. 1.
"We have been working towards it since day one," said Taylor
Hinderer, freshman math major.
Alex can be reached at
lacassea@seattleu.edu

Alcohol awareness
Kathryn McCarron
Volunteer Writer

Men's swimming
Bakersfield 110.5,
Bakersfield, Calif.

Adam Kollgaard

Students have learned about alcohol for years. Whether from the
media, from parents or from friends,
information about alcohol is often
misconstrued and misconceived.
People receive many different
ideas about what constitutes one
drink and how much it takes to
get drunk. While drinking in moderation is taught to students from a
young age, die reality is on any given
weekend there will be students who
drink too much and become sick
and/or pass out. This ruins everyone's time and makes those "too
drunk" students look completely irresponsible. Understanding die basic
concepts ofalcohol and debunking
the misconceptions can allow students to have a better time while
drinking and remain safe.
A major misconception ofdrinking is that the more you drink the
better you'll feel. The opposite is
true. If one graphs drinking over a
period of time wirii emotions it becomes a parabolic shape. There's a
point where a person feels euphoric
when drinking. This is right below

the blood alcohol content, BAC, .08,
the legal limit in the United States. A
person in the blue area of a BAC card
has lower inhibitions, a warm physical glow and minor impairment of
reasoning.
As many students have learned,
one shot is equal to one ounce and
is considered one drink. One ounce
is not diat much; it's like one small
Dixie cup. Four ounces of wine,
which is not a full glass, is one drink.
One beer, which is 12 ounces, is also
one drink. The red cups often used at
parties hold between 16-18 ounces.
The biggest misconceptions with
the amount of alcohol often lie in
mixed drinks. These are the easiest
way for people to unknowingly drink
more than they should. Many people think one cosmopolitan or one
margarita is equal to one drink. Each
drink has two shots when made by
bartenders. For example, after drinking two cosmos you've already had
four drinks. At parties die amount of
alcohol in mixed drinks or in punch
varies.

period of time. Students can use
to know where their danger
zones are. Staying in the blue zone
is ideal. The orange zone one signals

responsibly. Know how much you're
drinking and know when to stop.
Kathryn is a member of Peer
Health Action Team and a guest

BAC cards-track BAC over time
and how many drinks one consumes.
These cards are based on gender,
weight and number of drinks over

caution. Avoid the red zone.
When going out to a party or
the upcoming Fall Ball, remember
if you're going to drink, to drink

columnist for this issue.

a

them

Kathryn can be reached at
PHAT@seattleu.edu
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Graff honored as last senior Saved at the line
Anderson and Koutsky said if
the team makes a bad play, Graff
never places blame but instead
encourages the team to work together to do what they need to
improve.
"She has been the most consistent performer," Ellis said.
"She's got a good head on her

shoulders."
Ellis also describes her as vivacompassionate toward
others.
Senior Haley Bury, Graffs former teammate and current roommate, says the volleyball star is
hilarious. "We were always the
ones getting in trouble for laughing during repetitions at practice,"
Bury said.
Bury did not continue her volleyball career due to an injury that
required surgery and a year-long
recovery.
GrafFs personality, experience
and humor combined to make her
a great leader, Bury said.
"I admire that she still enjoys
the game," Bury said.
Bury said it can be difficult to
enjoy volleyball after so many years
of playing, but Graff still loves it.
"Each year has been a different
journey, not in a good or bad way,
just unique," Graff said.
Graff plans to go on to get
a master's degree in education.
She hopes to teach high school
math someday. Ellis said Graff
is very smart and has all the
skills needed to be a successful
teacher.
As for volleyball, "I'll definitely be taking a break," Graff said.
"I plan on making volleyball a
part of my future, just not right
now."
She describes the end ofher career as bittersweet. She'll miss the
competition, her coaches and her
cious and

Garrett Mukai

The Spectator

Lone senior Libby Graff played her last home game on Nov. 12.

Taylor Olson
Staff Writer

said collegiate volleyball is extremely popular in Hawaii.
"I grew up watching the

Teammates and coaches agree
volleyball student-athlete
Libby Graff is the last person to
seek the spotlight. However, on
Nov. 12 she will be the star of
Senior Night at Redhawk volleyball's last home game of the
season.
After last year, when five out of
six seniors-to-be left the program
for various reasons, Graff became
the sole senior on the team. What
would have been a celebration for
the completion of six women's volleyball careers at Seattle University

University ofHawaii—Wahine volleyball, and it became part of my
culture," Kimura said.
The entire Seattle U volleyball
community looks forward to honoring Graff.Teammates Anderson
and Tessa Koutsky describe Graff
as an exemplary teammate. The
two agreed she is a unique senior
because of the bonds she formed
with the freshmen on the team.
Koutsky said she admires the way
Graffleads the team by sharingher
knowledge and experiences with
the younger players rather than
separating herself.

senior

turned

"Libby Graff Night."
"We joked about it," Graffsaid.
"I never thought they'd actually do
into

call attenmyself."
The volleyball team will play
against former cross-town rival,
Seattle Pacific University. Volleyball
head coach Shannon Ellis thinks
this will be a great note for Graff
to end on because it's typically one
of the best-attended games.
"It will be a fun way for her to
end the season," said sophomore
teammate Shelly Anderson. "I
think playing Seattle Pacific will
be a good indicator to show our
improvement, rather than our
record."
The Hawaiian club, Hui O
Nani, will sponsor a post-game
dinner to honor Graff and her
four years of dedication. The dinner will give people a chance to bid
Graff "Aloha," which is Hawaiian
for both hello and goodbye.
"We want to send her off in
style," Ellis said.
Caitlin Kimura, graduate assistant in the Athletic Department,
it. I'm

not someone to

tion to

She's been the most
consistent performer,

she has a good head
on her shoulders.
Shannon Ellis
Head Coach

The Spectator

Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor

Thirty-six free throw attempts and eight 3-pointers replaced poor shooting by Seattle
University's women's basketball team to defeat Western
Washington University Thursday
night.
The exhibition game allowed both teams to work out
kinks in competition. One such
kink became an administrative
technical foul on Seattle U for
improper LED lighting on the

Taylor can be reached at

backboards.
"We basically wanted to focus
on what we were working on,"
said Cassidy Murillo, Seattle U
junior guard and team captain.
The Vikings shot 36 percent from the floor opposed to
the Redhawks 27 percent. The
Redhawks shooting dipped dramatically from 11-30 in field
goals in the first half to 6-32 in
the second half.
"We're very accustomed to
their style and their personnel,"
said Seattle U head coach Dan
Kriley. "We knew they were going to be a lot more physical and

olsont@seattleu.edu

a lot bigger in the post area."

teammates.

"She leads by example, not by
intimidation," Anderson added.
With only one senior and two
juniors, freshmen and sophomores
make up the remaining 11 team
members.
Graff said she thought being
the only senior would be harder
than it has been and she has enjoyed the opportunity to get to
know the underclassmen. Koutsky
describes Graff as even-tempered
and consistent.
"She keeps everything in perspective," Anderson added.

Adam Kollgaard

Freshman guard Bianca Williams dribbles past Lauren Hefflin.

Ellis said Graff has been part
of a difficult transition, especially
because the end ofher career is just
the beginning of the D-I move.
"It's been a challenging road,"
Ellis said. "But it's been a lot of
fun."
Graff was part of the first class
Ellis recruited to Seattle U.
"I hope she knows how important she's been on this road," Ellis
said.

,

The first half featured the
Redhawks utilizing perimeter
shooters who shot 6-13 on
3-pointers. Redhawk junior
guard and team captain Cassidy

Murillo led both team's starters
with 14 points and was 3-5 for
3-pointers. The Redhawks led
the Vikings 31-20 at halftime.
"We tried to penetrate and
then kick out to our shooters,"
Kriley said. "They got the best
of us in the post area."
The Redhawks turned the
tide with 15-21 free throws in
the second half. The Redhawks
finished with 25-36 free throws
opposed to the Viking's 13-21.
"Western is always physical,
kind of bullies," Murillo said.
"We knew we could beat them
in the guard position because

we're quicker."
Redhawk freshman forward
Maggie McCarthy came off the
bench and led all scorers with
17 points on two 3-pointers and
9-12 free throws.
"I feel like our team showed
us how much people can step up
when they need to," Heck said.
Ben can be reached at
watanabi ©seattleu.edu

Full-court press gives men's hoops win in exhibition
Ben Watanabe
Sports Editor
The Seattle University men's basketball team used five defenses to
defeat Point Loma Nazarene 78-65
Friday night.
The Redhawks' first exhibition
game against the Sea Lions featured
two veteran starting lineups. Junior
forward Mike Boxley and guard
Chris Gweth, senior guard Shaun
Burl, forward Austen Powers and
forward Leigh Swanson led the
Redhawks with 61 points and 28
rebounds.
The Sea Lions starting five, comprised of three seniors, one junior

and one freshman, combined for 55
points and 24 rebounds. Freshman
guards Rhett Beal and Greg Murray,
along with starting freshman guard
Nate Van Weelden, were held to

5-14 field goals.
"Our first option on offense is
steals and get in transition,"
said Burl, Seattle U team captain.
"That's the kind of tempo our team
to get

is

good at playing."
Seattle U's full-court defense

challenged the Point Loma offense
from the inbounds and every pass
after. In the first half, the full court
press allowed a Sea Lion to slip
behind a Redhawk defender for a
quick layup. The back-and-forth

play between the Sea Lions and
Redhawks gave the Sea Lions the
lead and a 15-24 field goal advantage over the Redhawks who were
12-26.
"We thought we would press a
lot and see what happened" said
Seattle U head coach Joe Callero. "It
wasn't very effective the first half."
Seattle U had 13 team steals opposed to Point Loma's two.
"We didn't have much plan,"
Callero said. "Except we knew they
were a good shooting team with a
really good front court."
Redhawks senior forward
Michael Knight came off the bench
for 10 points, three rebounds and

two steals in 28 minutes. Gweth led
all scorers with 24 points and was
12-13 in free throws and 5-9 in field
goals with four rebounds, three assists and three steals.
Senior center Craig Austin led
the Sea Lions with 18 points, eight
rebounds and two blocks.
The Redhawks showed five defenses in the first halfbefore relying
on two in the second half, the press
and the zone. The Sea Lions scored
41 points in the first halfand 24 in
the second half.
"We're kind of like an old carpenter; we've got a bunch of tools,"
Callero said. "Some games we'll
press, some games we'll zone, some

games we'll walk it up and some
games we'll run."
Seattle U trailed Point Loma 4138, but returned and steadily gained
on Point Loma before taking at 5149 lead with 14 minutes remaining.
Swanson made a lay-up on an assist
from sophomore Drew Harris. 10
minutes later, two free throws by
Gweth gave Seattle U their first 10point lead of the game, 72-62.
"I wouldn't say we rallied. We
never panicked," Burl said. "We
came in at half time and made
adjustments."
Ben can be reached at
watanabi©seattleu.edu
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When Barack Obama won the 2008 presidential election,
Seattle went crazy. Fireworks exploded all around Capitol Hill,
and people danced in the streets all over the city. The citywide
party persisted until the wee hours of die morning, a mob mania
overtaking many involved. People seemed drunk on Obama's
victory, drunk on his promise of change and drunk on a new
beginning.
The morning after, everyone woke up with a post-election
hangover they didn't know how to handle.
In the last weeks before Obama's win, the election consumed
everything in die national media, and die atmosphere on Seatde
University's campus was no different. Heated debates broke out
between longtime friends with divergentpolitical views. Now that
the votes are in, no one has too much to talk about anymore.
This is the proverbial hangover that has stricken Seattle U
since the end of election night. All the political fervor shown
across campus during the pre-election proceedings has largely
disappeared. Rather than carefully watching Obama's selection of
cabinet members, students have abandoned the media coverage
they once embraced.
Obama built his campaign largely on the slogan "a change we
can believe in." With his win as the first black president Nov. 4,
he showed America that big changes really exist in the world of

politics.
A change has come, yes, but what does it really mean?
This is the question students need to ask now the election is
over. A candidate's victory in an election doesn't mean they can

instantly fix everything broken in America.
Obama's supporters should borrow from his ceaseless campaigning and translate diat energy into seeking change and answers. We can't sleep easy now that die election is over. Ifanything,
die real struggle is just beginning.
Regardless of whether the public voted for Obama based on
the issues he discussed during his campaign or his rhetoric of
hope and change, people need to pay critical attention to what
he intends to do as president.
Obama is going to become the democratic president after
an eight year run under a republican regime. With democratic
control in the Senate and House, he has great power to push his
agenda, one that deserves careful scrutiny and active participation
as America struggles to overcome the worst worldwide economic
crisis since the Great Depression.
Obama needs to keep campaigning for change just as hard as he
did when he ran for the position, and students need to be actively
considering his moves and working toward a better country.
That will be change this country can believe in.

The Spectator editorial board consists of Joshua Lynch, Jessica Van Gilder, Sara Bernert, Matthew Martell, Liz Caval and Ben Watanabe. Signed commentaries reflect the
opinions of the authors and not necessarily those of The Spectator.

Letters to the Editor: In defense of ROTC's service
Dear Editor,
Last spring Seattle University
held a presidential election of its
own. We as a student body chose a
candidate who ran on a platform of
transparency and greater student involvement in administrative affairs.
Kai Smith aimed high and has succeeded in creating a student position
on the Board ofTrustees Investment
Committee. This is an appropriate
measure taken at a time when Seattle
U students are in real need of a legitimate voice in the realm of university
finances. Kai Smith deserves credit
for his achievement.
However, while the student position and the sentiment it embodies
are encouraging, the actualization
of the concept has been troublingly
flawed. In an e-mail sent out on
Halloween to all undergraduates
our ASSU called for applications to
the new post. Sadly, to be considered
for the position a student had to be a
business or an economics major. And
while it was an odd irony to include
the entirety of the student body in
an e-mail aimed at a select few, the
reality of this constraint is humorless.
Those undergraduates not a part of
the business school were shut out of
consideration for a position of vital
importance.
It is not enough to simply claim
only business and economics majors
have the expertise required to successfully serve in that position. The
correlation between a major and an
individual's qualification is tenuous.
Consider this: Is the fall quarter

freshman economics major more
qualified than the de facto disqualified senior psychology major? Of
course not. Let all comers submit an
application and let their merits, not
their major determine the outcome.
ASSU's search was looking for a particular type of student, not the most
qualified student. In so doing they
did a gross disservice to a majority of
the undergraduate student body. The
hiring process should begin anew,
this time without ill-conceived notions of discipline based teleological
authority.
This small slight, perhaps nothing more than a confused gesture
in good faith, is part of a larger
trend. Students outside the business school and in the College of
Arts and Sciences in particular, have
been slowly marginalized and quieted. Classes have been cut, programs
re-examined and resources poorly
appropriated—the latest being an
across the board funding cut of 5
percent, excluding athletics.
As a result, the identity, the mission and the tradition of Seattle U
has been debased, perverted and confused. What's next, re-structuring the
CORE? Cutting back on theology?
Ripping out philosophy? We are not
GonzagaWest! We are a liberal arts
school of the Jesuit tradition with a
core that imparts to all of its students
an education rooted in the humanities. I wish I knew what part of that
tradition compels the construction
of a larger gym, or the exclusion of
the majority of the student body

from merely applying for a position
on the board of trustees.
Lan Adams
Dear Editor,
I was disturbed, but not surprised, by last week's letter to the editor, "ROTC deserves critique." The
article paints an almost uniformly
negative view of the ROTC program
and military by neglecting any larger
context in which these organizations
exist and operate. Unfortunately, I
only have the space to address a few
of the gross inaccuracies from the letter to the editor.
Despite what Mr. Brown has
seen from Hollywood, the U.S.
military supports many humanitarian missions on a global scale. For
example, in 2004 Southeast Asia was
decimated by a massive tsunami. The
U.S. Navy was the first responder,
delivering both medical aid and fresh
water to victims. Mr. Brown paints
the U.S. military as the antonym of
compassion. However, hundreds of
thousands in Southeast Asia who are
alive today would disagree.
What Mr. Brown does not
understand is that the ROTC at
Seattle University epitomizes the
school's dedication of service for
others. Today the United States is
waging two wars with no definitive
end. Soldiers may not agree with
the policies of the United States,
but they have sworn to uphold the
Constitution and volunteer their
service so there is no conscription
or draft. I beg Mr. Brown to find

a better definition of selfless service
than someone who will voluntarily
place their life in danger for others. We would sacrifice our lives for
Mr. Brown and every citizen of the
United States. Wouldhe do the same
for us?
And, yes, the military does sometimes require soldiers to participate
in actions which harm others.
However, when ethnic Albanians
were being exterminated in Kosovo,
it took President Clinton to initiate
military intervention in order to halt
the killing of innocents. While Mr.
Brown writes letters to the editor and
examines environmental issues on
his oil powered computer, how much
more contemplation does he require
before his efforts stop the genocide in
Darfur, the Congo and Sudan?
It is unfortunate sometimes we
need to resort to violence, but we
live in an imperfect world. The fact
remains those who refuse to or cannot kill will always be subject to
those who can and will. The military is an unfortunate necessity in a
world of brutal dictators like Stalin,
Hitler, Hussein and Milosevic. In
life, it does not matter what you say
or write in the Spectator, but what
you do. The members ofROTC have
chosen to serve; possibly with their
lives. While Mr. Brown is more than
welcome to examine social issues at
his leisure, I will take his opinion
with some salt until he joins the Red
Cross or Oxfam.
Daniel demons
Christopher Yanez

Letters to the editor should be 300 to 500 words long and e-mailed to watanabl@seattleu.edu. The Spectator reserves the right to edit letters for length, spelling, grammar
and style errors.
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GOP awaits 2012 Obama represents The Ten:
new face of America Best ways to sleep

Chris Jay

Volunteer Writer

"Two cheers for American de-

mocracy," said "The Economist"
in their election week issue. The
British publication praised our
electoral system's natural vetting
qualities, calling it unparalleled,
albeit bizarre and questionable,
and cited the fact it "forces [candidates] to conjure hundreds of
millions of dollars out of thin air,"
as one of the most unique. Two
nominees rose to the top after the
longest primary season ever; only
one survived the final test. America
has elected a new president. The
strategists begaa reflecting.
As is the case in a finite game,
there is a winner and a loser. The
winner gained the support of
groups which would not normally
vote for the same candidate. He
broke the record for most money
raised in a political campaign and
then broke it again. He single-

handedly defeated what was the
strongest political machine in this
generation. President-elect Barack
Obama ran the most efficient campaign in America's political history, bringing a wave of ideological change that touched even the
smallest city council races. Little
needs to be scrutinized regarding how he got to this point. For
the 57,289,351 others who voted
for Sen. John McCain, however,
the reflection is as painful as it is
revealing.
John McCain lost for a number of reasons. He surprised one
and all with his quick comeback
from certain death to become
the Republican Party's presumptive nominee in

March. While

Obama and Sen. Hillary Clinton
were locked in a nasty nomination
battle, McCain should have shown
America who he was, made public
note ofhis two opponents bickering and used every opportunity to
build up policy initiatives, re-tool
his campaign staff, and focus his
message to give him the advantage
against the democratic nominee.
McCain instead used this time
poorly and became old news by

the time Obama was named the
democratic presumptive nominee
in June. McCain was known for
his nonconformist approach to
policy, a trait people enjoyed and
found refreshing. He squandered
this one, true, unifying quality and
pandered to the Republican Party's
base, which while large at 65 million, alienated him from those who
found his honesty a significant attribute. Even after his choice of
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin as his running-mate, whose job it has always
been to attack the opponent while
the presidential nominee takes the
high road, he continued to drag his
message through the culture conflict the neo-conservative movement has relied on to weed out
"non-believers." To be succinct,
his campaign was poorly run.
The party needs to take a look
at its platform. Should it be so

divisive arid morally elitist regarding social issues? Should it allow
organized religion to play such a
large role in its policy? McCain
lost because many details within
his campaign caused the American
people to see him differently than
they had during his 21-year Senate
career. The party faired so poorly
because his message espoused the
greater feelings of the base of the
Republican Party. Just like the
democrats had to do in 1980 and
the republicans again in 1933,
and so on throughout history, the
GOP should view this defeat as
an opportunity to re-tool and reexamine the platform.
Sen. Kay Bailey Hutchinson,
R-Texas, said it best when interviewed this weekend, "This is a
time for us to look at ourselves...
and become the party of ideas

again."
Chris Jay is the president of
College Republicans at Seattle
University and is a senior international business and political science major, the editor in chief of
"The Statesman," and the executive
director of the Washington College
Republican Federation.

Chris can be reached at
jayc@seattleu.edu

Aerica Banks
Volunteer Writer
America is built on stories: the
American dream, interpreted as
the conquest of will over fate, the

legends surrounding

our founding

fathers and fallen heroes in the epic
struggle for freedom, the cautionary tales of power abused and opportunities wasted. These stories
inform us of our history and shape
the direction of our future. We have
a new story to add to our collection: the triumph of diversity in a
period of dismal stagnation.
The election of Barack Obama
to the presidency embodies this triumph, as his life and background
reflect the changing face of the
American people and his policies
signal a revolution in American
politics.

Obama's victory is

testament to the
ability of all to rise
above circumstance.
Some children grow up hearing stories about their parents and
the 20 feet of snow they trudged
through to get to school, fables
meant to instill appreciation for
how things have changed. My family's stories were cautionary tales
about the inequities of race and
the endurance of prejudice. These
stories inured in me a desperate
hope for progress coupled with an
expectation for its failure. The flawless execution and popular support
of Obama's campaign implies the
stories can be rewritten.
While Obama's win doesn't diminish the presence ofracism and
its impact on our country, his victory offers a milestone in this struggle. From diis point on we need to
no longer believe we are bound by
the barriers created by slavery and

its aftermath.
Obama's election also represents
the sobering ofAmericas perspective. We must take responsibility
for a free market gone awry and
the snowballing recession. We must
mend the fracturing of Afghanistan
and Iraq thanks to our hastily initiated and painfully protracted
wars. But first, we will have to find
solidarity within our borders as we
grapple with a widening income
gap, record numbers of uninsured,
growing immigrant populations
and conflicting definitions of civil
rights on the same day we elect our
first black president, Californians
pass legislation to ban gay marriage.
As a nation, we stand on uneven

ground.
Obama's victory is testament
to the ability of all to rise above
circumstance. It is a "thanks" to
single parents who carry the burden oftwo, grandparents who raise
children a second time and interracial unions that rise above stigma.
Obama has empowered generations
of people especially the youth and
minorities through his campaign
and renewed our belief in democracy through his election. What once
was apathy has been replaced with
electricity, the thrill of standing on
the cusp of a new era in American
society. We will have to maintain
this energy as we transition into a
new administration and a new set
of policies.
His term in office and our renewed advocacy is guaranteed to
initiate the changes necessary to
deliver us from the mire created
by the Bush administration. This
presidency will be scrutinized closely but, regardless ofthe outcome, it
has already made and will continue
to make history, a story to pass on
for generations to come.
Aerica is the president of the
Young Democrats of Seattle
University and a junior environmental studies major.
Aerica can be reached at

10. In the company of

others.
9. Passed out on the
couch like Mickey
Avalon.
8. Confused in someone else's room.

7. Nap in 20-minute

intervals.
6. On the opposite
schedule of your

roommate.

5. Face down in a
book or on a laptop.

4. Alone in one of
the study rooms in
Lemieux.

3. Knowing Obama is
president.
2. With a pillow between your legs and
on your right side.
Definitely not your
left.

1. Do a quarter's
worth of studying and
work in one night.

Quote of the week
"There's no apology
needed. It was just
a cute baby."
Joe Clark
The student behind the
"Cute baby sucking on
a lemon" e-mail sent to
thousands of SU students

last week
See page 6 for the full story

banksa@seattleu.edu

What wasted vote? A third-party vote is important
By Justin Najar
Volunteer Writer
Far too often in presidential elections diose who dare cast their votes
for so-called "third party" candidates,
thosewho are neither republican nor
democrat but members of smaller
parties such as the Libertarian,
Constitutional, or Green Party, are
often derided for their choice, and
said to be wasting their votes on
hopeless candidates.
Even worse, they are often the focus ofblame when one of the major
two candidates loses.
Many people vote republican or
democrat for president because they
truly support the candidates those
parties offer them. However, some
may vote for either ofdiose two candidates simply because they see one
as the lesser of two evils.
Someone may truly believe in
what a third party candidate has

say and stands for, but feels the
candidatewould stand no chance in
a general, nationwide election, and
cast dieir lot with either the republican or democratic candidate.
to

Discouraged voters
do not want to

waste their vote on a
loosing candidate.
These discouraged voters do not
"waste" their vote on a losing candidate who can only "spoil"
the election for the republican or the
democrat.
Unfortunately, this widespread
self-defeatism among the electorate
may be just what is costing these
third-party candidates at least a
want to

decent showing in elections, if not
victory.
Why should people sell out their
values simply because they think no
one else will agree with them? Part of
the reason we get to vote is so we can
think rationally and make our own
choices as to who should assume the
most powerful position in the nation, and maybe the world. Not so
we can follow each other like a pack
of wildebeests straight off a cliff.
Perhaps the best example ofthe
absurdity ofthis mindset is the blame
heaped on Ralph Nader supporters
in the 2000 election. Al Gore's supporters blamed Nader and his supporters for losing the election.
The lament ofthe left, and much
ofAmerica by this point, is if only
Nader hadn't run that year, the
people who voted for him would
most likely have voted for Gore
and spared us eight years of The
Decider's decisions.

Yet one must ask why should
Nader's supporters deserve blame,

but

not

the large

percentage

ofthe

electorate that never votes? Couldn't
these non-voters have won Gore the
election if they got off their couches
and away from their televisions?
What of the disenfranchised voters who voted for Gore, but who
were purged from the voting polls
at die last minute? Shouldn't whoever did the purging be the focus of
this blame? And what of those who
actually voted for Bush? Shouldn't
they receive some of the blame for
his victory?
These groups rarely receive any
blame. It's always the third-party
voters who receive the brunt of
derision.
It's always the voters who consciously stood against the way we
are told the world and the nation
works and made their votes count
for themselves and their vision

of the true good for the country.
It's always the voters who made a
brave and decisive stand against die
majority. It is always them who cost
die Republicans or the Democrats
an election.
But why can it not be die other
way around? Aren't those who would
compromise their values and vote
for a candidate they support only as
a lesser oftwo evils actually ruining
the election for die third-party candidates they would rather vote for?
No one should be blamed for
ruining an election because they refused to sell out their values. Maybe
if the others who choose thelesser of
two evils instead opted for the best of
all the good, and were not so easily
swayed by the perceived opinions of
others, we would never have to deal
with problems like these again.

Justin can be reached at
najarj@seattleu.edu

public
safety

reports
Medical Assist
November 4, 10:50 a.m

lastlooks
Tracing the lines of the cityscape

A student went to Student
Health Center to have a staple
removed from her finger and
was referred to a local hospital.
Public Safety assisted the student
and provided a vehicle trahsport.
Alcohol
November 5, 2:00 a.m.
Public Safety observed two
individuals walking on the
campus mall consuming alcohol.
The individuals refused to provide
ID or discard the alcohol when
asked. Public Safety re-contacted
the students with SPD later on
in the Murphy Apartments. The
males were identified as students.
Accident
November 7, 6:15 p.m.

A student reported to
Public Safety that while at a
neighborhood park she was
bitten by a squirrel. Public
Safety provided the student a
vehicle escort to a local hospital
for further evaluation.

Narcotics
November 8, 11:50 p.m.
Public Safety and Res. Life responded to a strong burning odor
consistent with marijuana. A
room inspection was conducted
and threeresident students were
documentedfor alcohol and narcotics.
Malicious Mischief
November 8, 2:15 a.m.
Public Safety observed toilet paper in the trees on the south side
of Campion. Given the height of
the toilet paper on the trees it appeared to have been placed there
from a window in Campion.

As I was walking through the streets of downtown Seattle, tall buildings were
all I could see. The repetition ofline in every structure I cam across caused me
to wonder if this would result in all buildings looking the same. I found this
not to be the case. These photos represent the reoccurrence ofline in Seattle
structures as well as the wide variety ofarchitecture found in our city.
Photos by Clara Ganey
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Safety Assist
November 10, 12:00 am.
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A desk assistant reported to
Public Safety that a banner flag
and a 4 foot metal pole in the
Bellmarine turnaround fell down
and almost struck a student
walking by. Public Safety recovered the metal pole and notified
Facilities of the safety deficiency.
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